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Layer Marney Tower has a flexible drinks policy that can be tailored to your needs and budget. When you  
meet with Bouquet Garni you can discuss what will work best for you. As well as helping with quantities  
and delivery arrangements, they can also help with inspiration if wanted. Champagne and Prosecco are the  
classic drinks for a reception, but have you thought about Pimms, cocktails, traditional lemonade or perhaps  
a seasonal drink like Mulled Wine?

The majority of our wedding couples choose to supply their own alcohol and soft drinks for the reception,  
wedding breakfast and speeches. Most people will then move to a bar in the evening which normally starts 
when the dancing begins, or after the evening meal. We do not charge corkage but Bouquet Garni will  
charge a service fee: £5.40 per person. 

If that doesn’t work for you, you can arrange for Bouquet Garni to organise all drinks on a per head basis  
or to have Bouquet Garni run a drinks bar all day. 

The Bar is open to midnight and serves draught beer and lager, wine and spirits. If you have particular  
requirements – cocktails, craft beers etc., then just arrange this with Bouquet Garni. You may have a  
“free bar” (allowing you to pick up the tab), a restricted tab (limited to just wines and beers) or there can  
be a normal pay bar. 

We ask for any of the drinks you are supplying to be delivered the day before your wedding to allow time  
for them to cool, warm or settle as necessary and, of course, so we know it will be ready for your arrival!

Drinks
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Mr. Wheeler
Mr.Wheeler have been supplying wine to weddings in East Anglia and beyond since 1883. The sixth  
generation of the Wheeler family owns the company, and specialise in sourcing interesting, good value  
wines from small, innovative producers worldwide.

The personal Mr.Wheeler experience is not to be missed. Nestled in beautiful Constable Country, and  
easily accessed from the A12, our characterful cellar shop, Mr.Wheeler’s Wine Cellar, is within 45 minutes’ 
drive of the M25 and Stansted Airport, and only just over an hour from Cambridge and Norwich. If you’re 
planning on making a special trip, please call ahead to discuss with us your wine preferences, so we can  
prepare a selection of wines for you to taste.
 
Come and meet our team of friendly, knowledgeable wine experts, who will be delighted to show you suitable 
options in our private tasting room. We aim to help you select all your wine needs from reception sparkling 
wine or Champagne to good wine matches for your chosen menu. Our team can advise on the exact quantities 
required, and offer sale or return so that you only pay for what is used on the day. We aim to make the wine 
aspect of your big day easy, fun and stress free and you’ll find very generous savings to be made on sealed cases.

 
Mr.Wheeler
Estate Office Telephone 01206 713560
Park Lane BC Email sales@mrwheelerwine.com
Langham www.mrwheelerwine.com 
Essex CO4 5WR

Wine & Champagne


